Abstract
Introduction

27
In the past decade, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified thousands of genetic 28 variants significantly associated with a wide range of human phenotypes. The vast majority of these 29 studies, however, were conducted in samples from European ancestry populations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
Prediction accuracy differences across populations and across tissues 118
To assess how the training of prediction models with different populations affects prediction accuracy,
119
we used a linear mixed effect model approach. After filtering out poorly predicted genes, we fit the 
where r ij is the correlation coefficient for gene i in population j; and I F IN,i , I GBR,i , I T SI,i , and genes, we included a random intercept γ i for each gene and we assumed that γ i ∼ N (0, σ 2 γ ). We 3 Results
141
Overview of PrediXcan weight databases
142
In for 10387, 5432 and 2777 genes, respectively (see Table 2 ). this trend is even more obvious after the filtering process.
169
Afterwards, we binned the genes into six categories based on the gene correlation coefficients
170
(see Table 3 ). 
PrediXcan prediction accuracy differs between tissues
198
As can be seen in the violin plots in Figure 1 , both databases based on whole blood perform similarly, In this work, we evaluated PrediXcan performance and compared it across five geographically diverse 211 populations using multiple weight databases. Models from all seven weight databases were trained 212 mostly on subjects of European ancestry; three of the databases were derived from LCL and the 213 remaining four from whole blood. As a measure of prediction accuracy, we computed correlation 214 coefficients for each gene in all populations and used the linear mixed models framework to quantify 215 the differences in prediction performance across populations. We also investigated whether whole 216 blood models could be used for predicting gene expression levels in LCL.
217
Overall, PrediXcan accurately predicted gene expression for some genes; however, the majority 218 of genes had very poor correlation between measured and predicted expression levels. For almost 219 half the genes, the correlation was negative. As expected, prediction accuracy was higher when the 220 training and testing cohorts were of similar ancestry; i.e., models trained on Europeans performed 221 better in the subjects of European descent and the worst in the African subjects. Surprisingly, weight databases we considered. Lastly, LCL-trained models outperformed whole-blood-trained 225 models, although the prediction accuracy was similar for many of the genes.
226
A recent study reported consistent results to our findings and suggested that gene expression 227 models should be trained on genetically similar populations [16] . 
